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Lent Week 1:  

Finding Your Cave: Listening Spaces 

SCRIPTURE: 1 Kings 19:9–16 

At that place he came to a cave and spent the night there. Then the 

word of the LORD came to him, saying, “What are you doing here, 

Elijah?” He answered, “I have been very zealous for the LORD, the 

God of hosts; for the Israelites have forsaken your covenant, thrown 

down your altars, and killed your prophets with the sword. I alone am 

left, and they are seeking my life, to take it away.” He said, “Go out 

and stand on the mountain before the LORD, for the LORD is about to 

pass by.” Now there was a great wind, so strong that it was splitting 

mountains and breaking rocks in pieces before the LORD, but 

the LORD was not in the wind; and after the wind an earthquake, but 

the LORD was not in the earthquake; and after the earthquake a fire, 

but the LORD was not in the fire; and after the fire a sound of sheer 

silence. When Elijah heard it, he wrapped his face in his mantle and 

went out and stood at the entrance of the cave. Then there came a 

voice to him that said, “What are you doing here, Elijah?” He 

answered, “I have been very zealous for the LORD, the God of hosts; 

for the Israelites have forsaken your covenant, thrown down your 

altars, and killed your prophets with the sword. I alone am left, and 

they are seeking my life, to take it away.” Then the LORD said to him, 

“Go, return on your way to the wilderness of Damascus; when you 

arrive, you shall anoint Hazael as king over Aram. Also you shall 

anoint Jehu son of Nimshi as king over Israel; and you shall anoint 

Elisha son of Shaphat of Abel-meholah as prophet in your place.”  
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Finding Your Cave: Listening Spaces 

 Enter the Cave 

Elijah was a Hebrew prophet who got into a great deal of trouble with King 

Ahab and Queen Jezebel in the ninth century BCE. Jezebel had sworn an 

oath to kill Elijah, and Elijah was pretty convinced that she would do just 

that if he didn't escape to the wilderness wastelands in the south of Israel.  

At the time of this story, Elijah is feeling pretty lonely. Most of the other 

priests and prophets of Yahweh have either been killed already by Jezebel or 

have decided that the pressures are too great to continue. 

In his loneliness and desperation, Elijah goes deep into the wilderness until 

he reaches Mt. Horeb, which other biblical passages know as Sinai, where 

the Ten Commandments were originally given. In the English translation of 

the passage, it says that Elijah went to "a cave" on the mountain in order to 

connect with God. But the Hebrew text literally says that Elijah went to "the 

cave." This is the writer's way of indicating that Elijah did not simply go to 

any random cave to connect with God, but that he went to the one that 

every Hebrew worth their (kosher) salt would have known was the ultimate 

cave for meeting God. It was the very cave that Moses was said to have 

stood at the entrance of when he asked to meet God. 

So Elijah travels in the wilderness for forty days and forty nights to this 

cave.  He goes there because it's the one spot he can think of where God 

has made an appearance of some sort, and he's so desperate at this point 

that he'll take anything he can get.  

 

II. Listening for God’s Voice 

Again, the epic imagination behind this story is dynamite. Provided you're 

not looking for an account of something that happened long, long ago in a 

land far, far away, but are looking instead for what keeps happening on 

down to our present day, the story will speak great wisdom to you.  

For instance, the story notes that God asks Elijah twice to name why he's 

there. Is this because God can't read Elijah's thoughts, or that God has a 

short memory? No, it's the story's way of telling us that when it comes to 

seeking guidance from God, it's helpful to be quite clear as to what kind of 

guidance you are looking for. If you're looking for a specific response, then 

ask a specific question. And make sure it's one that actually matters, deeply, 

to you. Chances are, if it matters deeply to you, it matters even more deeply 

to God. Often, asking the right question is as important as listening for an 

answer.  
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The fact that God's response is not found in the wind, earthquake, or fire is 

also significant. These are three of the great images in the Bible for the 

voice of God.  

The story is trying to tell us that God's voice does not necessarily come with 

the ancient equivalent of flashing neon signs. Rather, it often comes to us in 

such subtlety that the only way you tell anything has happened is that your 

perceptions of your surroundings have changed ever so slightly. The story 

may also be speaking to us about the depth of Elijah's surrender to God. 

He's not playing games. When God's voice doesn't come in the "usual" or 

"expected" ways, Elijah doesn't pretend that it has. He doesn't play 

ventriloquist. He doesn't put words in God’s mouth to suit whatever desires 

he may have. No, Elijah is so open to God coming in whatever form God 

chooses to that he refuses to manipulate the situation in any way. This is an 

important reminder for all of us. If you're going to ask God to communicate 

with you, you'd better be sure you're willing to let God show up in whatever 

form God chooses—even if it's not in the form you expect, or in the 

timeframe you presume. 

Finally, don't be surprised if God responds with marching orders. When we 

connect with God, we may experience that connection as a tug into some 

form of concrete action. Not always. (Sometimes we're prompted into 

inaction!) But when we get a glimpse of higher ground, we eventually feel 

the tug to move toward it—whether that higher ground be into a relationship 

with another person, or out of a job that's driving us crazy, or simply into a 

state of higher confidence in what we're already doing.  

Elijah's story suggests that the action into which God moves us may often 

seem unrealistic, like we're not capable of doing it. For instance, Elijah is to 

anoint two individuals as kings over Israel and Judah. It's not like anyone 

can just go and do that! Surely, he would have been inclined to protest that 

he's not qualified for the job, or that the job is too dangerous. (It would 

have surely put Elijah in danger from the competing candidates for 

kingship.) Remember: God always assumes that we're in this together, not 

alone. What course of action is too high or risky with the Creator of the 

Universe on our side? In God's opinion, never.  

This coming week I invite you to try a special exercise meant to test if any of 

this holds water. First, like Elijah, find your cave. That is, find a spot where 

you can step out of the fray of life and find a little quiet time alone, 

preferably at the start of the day, but really anytime and anyplace you can 

do this with a high degree of intentionality. For example your cave may be 
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the holy space you have created in your house or perhaps somewhere 

outside that feel holy or maybe it’s while you're out walking. 

Next, find a question or need that's really important to you right now. Make 

sure the question isn't too abstract or impersonal, like "What is the meaning 

of life?" or "Why is there evil in the world?" It should be highly personal and 

of enough importance that you'll actually remember it later. Finding a 

question both important to you and just your size will raise the chances of 

your not only sensing a response but understanding it! 

Finally—and this is the hard part—get willing to hear an answer. Eighty 

percent of prayer is just getting ready.  Get so ready that you can feel it in 

your gut. Get so ready that you will literally be open to "hearing" God in 

whatever form God chooses to address you, even if it's entirely unexpected 

or unconventional. Get so ready that you will remain watchful throughout 

the day for a response. Finally, get so ready that you will be prepared to 

make a few mistakes in-route to finding a response you find trustworthy.  

Keep asking this same question or stating this same need each day. You 

don’t need to spend hours in prayer; just find that cave and stay there long 

enough to be open, feeling in your gut that you are truly willing and ready  

receive a response. Ask God for it. Even demand it. Then, just go about your 

day. You needn't be overly concerned about finding an answer throughout 

the day. Let God do the action, not you. Like Elijah, simply be watchful. Pay 

attention to the music you're listening to; to the conversations you're 

having; to the inner voices running through your head. 

Don't expect God to act on your timetable. A response you can trust may not 

come for days or weeks, or it may come before you've finished writing the 

question down. Whenever it happens, a response will come. Listen. Listen 

for that still, small voice which, like gently falling snow, can't be directly 

heard, but changes the acoustics of your surroundings. And don't be afraid 

to make mistakes. For in the realm of prayer, intentionality is more 

important than technique. When we're intentional, even our missteps may 

be transformed by grace. 

AMEN 


